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More than 21 questions that help you 
discover your unique why
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Journaling is a great way to

connect with your inner world. 

It brings clarity and focus to the

day. Julia Cameron, bestselling

author of "The Artist's Way",

recommends to write three pages

of paper every morning, a free

flow of your own stream of

consciousness and thoughts. 

The guided journaling approach

provides questions that help you

 become more aware about

yourself. If you want more clarity

about your personal purpose and

what it is that you want to create

in your life,  the following

questions are a wonderful start on

this exciting path of self-inquiry,

personal growth and unfoldment.

Powerful  questions

What is Journaling?



The bedrock tool of a creative recovery is 
a daily practice called Morning Pages.

JULIA CAMERON, THE ARTIST'S WAY

Take at least 15 minutes each day-for the course of one week-to answer

the following questions. Be sure to write down all your answers, e.g. in your

journal. Be spontaneous and intuitive, follow your feelings and impulses. In

a second step, you can think about your answers and reflect them

togehter with a  friend or your coach.

Day One

What did you love most as a child? Describe a moment that comes to your
mind, and how you felt about it.

Think of your two most challenging life experiences. How did they shape you?
What did you learn from those moments? How did these experiences help
you become who you are today?

Think of the moments in your life when you had a sense of deep fulfilment
and content. What were the core ingredients for you to feel happy?

Your Life’s Stories
What are your core themes in life?



Day Two

What are you really good at? What do you do with ease that is
hard for others?

What are the strengths and gifts that your colleagues, superiors
and/or employees appreciate about you?

What is the special mix of skills and capabilities that make you
unique? Which experience is particularly concise for this?

Your Signature Strengths
What distinguishes you?

Day Three

What was the last time you really felt in the "zone"? Describe the
situation or activity as accurately as possible.

What do you do with great passion? 
Which topics inspire you? Why?

What could you do for hours? 
What feelings do you associate with it?

Your Greatest Passion
When do you experience flow?



What three values are closest to your heart? 
How do they relate to your life?

Think for a moment: What annoys you most about other people?
When you reverse that, you have a first idea of what's particularly
important to you.

Who is a role model for you and what values do you associate with
this person?

Day Five

When you see news, what does particularly affect you
or makes you angry?

If you could change a single thing in the world, what would it be?
Why would you want to change that?

What does the best future for the world look like for you?

Needs of the World
Which grievances in the world touch you

the most?

Day Four 
Your Core Values

Which values guide you?



Imagine that time and money wouldn't matter and you have all the
possibilities in the world. What would you do?

What do you want to achieve in your wildest dreams? 
What do you want to be known for?

What is in your life right now because others expect you to? 
What expectations do you want to let go of?
What dream have you not lived yet?

Your Biggest Dreams
What dreams of yours are yet to be

fulfilled and what could they stand for?

Day Seven

If you knew you had only one year left to live, what would you do?

Imagine celebrating your 85th birthday after a fulfilled life. Your
grandchild, a colleague / client and your best friend give a speech.
What do they say about you?

What does your heart desire to create?

Your Legacy
What do you want to create in your life?

Day Six 



Fragen zu
Selbstreflexion

Pablo Picasso

The meaning of life is
to find your gift. 

The purpose of life is to
give it away.
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